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How do I begin to plan, organize, 
and implement a school-wide  
mask  
theme for  
an entire  
elementary 
school,  
K-5? 

 



1.  Know my curriculum. 
• National, State, and  
 Local standards 
• Pacing Chart 
• Curriculum-driven  
 Integration  
“How Can I Meet Several 
Standards With One Unit?” 

 
 



Lincoln Public Schools 
7 Core Abilities 

 

1.The Creative Process 
2.Connect with art 
3.Express ideas through art 
4.Know language of art 
5.Create art 
6.Live with art 
7.Talk about art 





Is there a unit the first graders study that involves 

African studies? 

 

What mask connections can be made in 4th grade 

Social Studies? 

 

Balance is a wonderful mask concept and perfect to 

connect with math! 

 

Can I connect with academic curriculum so the 

classroom teacher can also support my curriculum? 



2. Determine the 
objectives  
based  
on my  
curriculum. 



What cultures will we study? 

 

What mediums will be used? 

 

What elements/principles do 

I want to emphasize? 



3.  Plan the unit  
by grade level. 
 
• K – animal paper plate mask 
• 1st – Limited Palette-inspired mask 
• 2nd – Picasso Styles-inspired mask 
• 3rd - paper sack paper mache’ mask 
• 4th - oak tag plaster gauze mask 
• 5th - plaster gauze life mask 



4. Explore available 
resources. 
• Videos 
• Reproductions 
• Books 
 
 



    A-B-Cs  
of Mask 
   Making 

 
http://www.puertoricomasks.com/images/P1010885.JPG 

http://www.princetonol.com/groups/iad/lessons/middle/images/tracymask3.jpg 

http://rb043.k12.sd.us/7th_gr4.jpg 

5.  Teach units. 



•An  
  idea 
 

Core Ability #1 
 
The Creative 
Process 
 



•Base 

Core Ability 
     #5 
Create Art 



•Color 

Core Ability 
     #5 
Create Art 



 

•Details  
(painted) 
 

 

Core Ability 
     #5 
Create Art 



 
 

•Embellishment 
  (Decoration) 
 

Core Ability #5 Create Art 



Texture Practice 





• Finish 

Core Ability #7 
     Talk about art 



Gee,  
look  
at the 
wonderful 
mask I made! 



Kindergarten – Animal Masks 

Each child received a paper plate with pre-cut eye holes.   

Art problem:  Make a mask of a favorite animal or pet you have. 

Much discussion around wearable and display masks. 



Kindergarten - Paper Doll Masks 

Prior to coming in the next class period, I attach elastic for 

wearing the mask and display the masks. 

To embellish the mask, students use Elmer’s glue and  

texture items in baskets on their tables.  I encourage them to 

use at least 3 different types of textures. 

Finally, we wrap up textures, share the masks, and then 

go on a Mask Parade through the office.  Masks go home then. 

Paper details are added. 



Kindergarten - Paper Doll Masks 



1st Grade - Cultural-inspired Masks 

Art problem:  Create a mask inspired from masks around the world  

Using a limited color palette. 

 

We look at  a variety of African masks through books,  

reproductions, and the Internet. 

 

We draw thumbnail sketches and pick our best one to make. 

When studying cultures, I reinforce with my students that 

many, if not all of us in our class, do not have direct connection 

to the culture we are studying…nor do any of us live in 

any of the cultures we are studying. 









1st Grade  

We enlarge our image on oaktag and using tempera paints of 

Based on a narrowed color theme of choice. 

 

We refine our design with oil pastels the same day I cut eyes, if 

they want a wearable mask. 

 

Textures are next…a minimum of 3…and in the 

same color palette. 

 

I will hot glue 3 items at a time or they may use Elmer’s. 

 

On the final day, we finish textures, share the masks, and go 

on a mask parade through the office.  Masks are collected and  

displayed. 



1st Grade 

On our way to our parade… 



1st Grade  



1st Grade 

Tech Connect:  In computer class, students use Kid Pix 

to create an African-styled mask that is printed in color and  

hung with their art creations. 



2nd Grade – Picasso Styles-inspired Masks 

Art problem:  Create a mask inspired from Picasso’s many varied 

styles 

 

We look at  a variety of Picasso’s work through reproductions, 

a Powerpoint, images on the Internet, and books. 

 

 

We draw two thumbnail sketches and  

pick our best one to make. 

Pablo Picasso is such a wonderful artist to study with children.   

His style is easy for them to relate to as young artists, AND they 

can see that an artist’s style can change several times over the 

years. 





 



Tech connect: 

www.mrpicassohead.com 

and a Powerpoint 

http://www.tia.org/galleries/ipw05/slide


3rd Grade - Paper Sack Paper Mache’ Masks 

Art problem:  Create a mask based on sketches in sketch pad 

made from a paper sack and paper 

mache’. 

 

Paper sacks are filled with newspaper  

and then stapled.  A layer 

of paper mache’ and newspaper  

is put on top. 







The set-up 
COVER THE 
TABLES!!! 

You can use 
a pre-packaged 
paste or flour. 

Pie tins work great for the paste. 
Have newspaper pre-cut/ripped 
into 1X4” pieces. 



A blender or  
mixer works 
great for  
mixing paste. 



A demonstration is very 
important in understanding 
the  
process. 



Paint Aprons:  A MUST! 

Push all  
chairs away… 
Paper Mache’ 

artists  
stand! 

This is a mess 
saver! 



For all the projects 
I do with young  
children, we only 

do one layer of newspaper.  I find 
that one layer is strong enough, 

even for a mask that 
might be worn on  
the face. 



Due to mess and 
time constraints, 
we paper mache’ 
for those who are 
absent on paper 
mache’ day. 



4th Grade - Oak Tag Plaster Gauze Masks 

Art problem:  Create a mask based on sketches in sketch pad 

made from oak tag and plaster gauze. 

 

This project is a great problem-solving activity.  Students must 

take flat pieces of oak tag and create 3-D masks. I show them 

several techniques to alter the paper to make it 3-D. 

 

Also, this project gives them  

practice with the plaster gauze  

they will use next year to make  

the life masks. 

 









What grade does 

each mask deserve? 











Using the scale 1-4, decide what each mask would 

receive as a grade.  Consider the criteria: 

A. Painted the base one solid color. 

B. Added painted details. 

C. Added at least 3 different types of textures. 

4 = exceeding the expectations 

3 = meeting the expectations 

2 = approaching but not meeting the expectations 

1 = does not meet expectations 



4 = exceeding the expectations 

3 = meeting the expectations 

2 = approaching but not meeting the expectations 

1 = does not meet expectations 

A. Painted the base one solid color. 

B. Added painted details. 

C. Added at least 3 different types  

     of textures. 

 



4 = exceeding the expectations 

3 = meeting the expectations 

2 = approaching but not meeting the expectations 

1 = does not meet expectations 

A. Painted the base one solid color. 

B. Added painted details. 

C. Added at least 3 different types  

     of textures. 



4 = exceeding the expectations 

3 = meeting the expectations 

2 = approaching but not meeting the expectations 

1 = does not meet expectations 

A. Painted the base one solid color. 

B. Added painted details. 

C. Added at least 3 different types  

     of textures. 



4 = exceeding the expectations 

3 = meeting the expectations 

2 = approaching but not meeting the expectations 

1 = does not meet expectations 

A. Painted the base one solid color. 

B. Added painted details. 

C. Added at least 3 different types  

     of textures. 



And  

the  

results… 



 

3 = meeting the expectations 



 

2 = approaching but not meeting the expectations 



 

4 = exceeding the expectations 



 

1 = does not meet expectations 





5th Grade - Plaster Gauze Life Masks 

Art problem:  Create a life mask based on  

sketches in sketch pad 

made from plaster gauze. 

 

All students look forward to this activity! 



Plaster Gauze Mask Base 



Plaster Gauze Mask Base 

You will need: 

1. 2 paint aprons 

2. Cup of water 

3. 3 paper towels 

4. Handful of plaster gauze 

5. Pencil 

6. Pillow (optional) 



Plaster Gauze Mask Base 

1. Find an area to work. 

2. Collect all materials needed. 

3. Make partner comfortable. 

4. Decide on a communication system. 

5. Cover clothing with paint apron. 

6. Dip paper towels into water and ring out. 

7. Place one paper towel above nose; another below 

nose.  Place others over ears. 

8. COMMUNICATE WITH YOUR PERSON! 



Plaster Gauze Mask Base 

9. Dip gauze and begin going around the face with a 

ring of gauze. 

10. Fill in the space, except for the nostrils (or any 

other area the person wants no gauze). 

11. COMMUNICATE WITH YOUR PARTNER! 

12. Add a second layer following the same route. 

13. When done, have Mr. Reeker check. 

14. When the mask is set, Mr. Reeker will have you 

carefully remove the mask. 



Plaster Gauze Mask Base 

15. Person under the mask may go to the restroom to 

clean up. 

16. While partner is gone, fill in the nose area with 

gauze. 

17. Tear out the paper towels. 

18. With a PENCIL, write the person’s name and room 

# inside the mask. 

19. Set to dry. 



6.  Assessment. 
• Formative (on-going) - disks 
  1.  Balance-blue 
  2.  Texture-red 
  3.  Unique Idea-yellow 
 
• Summative (final) - rubrics 

 



5th 
Grade  
Rubric 





This is a great 
peer feedback  
tool. 







Time for Questions,  

Answers, and Sharing… 



Thank you for coming today.  Our 

hope is that you take awaythings 

you can use right awayin your 

classroom when you return. 

Email:  breeker@lps.org 

lrice@lps.org 
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